GetThere Traveler Option Filtering

No more paging through lots of results!

Find the right flight in less time!

The Traveler Option Filtering makes finding the right flight quick and easy. Options include Filter By:
- Flight Time
- Number of Stops
- Cost
- Airline

Search for availability, when results are displayed, the Traveler Option Filtering is displayed, as in the example below.

The Traveler can make any selections to the filters on the left hand side of the screen as needed, or if no filtering is needed, make flight selection and continue with reservation process. Once a selection is made, the screen will refresh and display the updated options based on the filter selections.

Flight Time Filter
Select between Departure Time or Arrival Time.

Stops Filter
Select Non-stop, 1 stop, or 2+ stops. Multiple selections are allowed.

Cost Filter
The price range below the bar displays from lowest to highest available price. The bar can be moved to redisplay availability that meets the filtering criteria.

Airlines Filter
Traveler can check or uncheck one or more of the boxes. The “Select All” will check all boxes. If “Clear” is clicked, no results will display.

These filters can be expanded or collapsed by clicking on the arrow next to the filters name.